
SEBI CASE STUDY

The case discusses the role played by the Securities and Exchange Board of India (SEBI) as a regulator of Indian
capital markets. The case discusses in depth .

At the same time, the source of Subrata Roy's wealth remains a mystery - absolutely with no manufacturing,
no trading and no presence in the stock market. Indeed, SEBI has found that the documents Sahara provided
do not provide sufficient, verifiable information, and SEBI has heard back from less than 1 percent of the 20,
investors it contacted, with many addresses turning out to be invalid. Since these repayments have not been
taken into consideration, Sahara maintains that any money paid now will obviously mean a double payment
towards one liability. March - Supreme Court stated that the total dues from Sahara have gone up to Rs 40,
crore with the accretion of interest. Some of the loop holes need to be scrutinized and answered. According to
the Fund, on the alleged date of investment i. The ramifications of the actions of a few conniving businessmen
and politicians can still be felt throughout rural West Bengal. However, post the investment i. For instance,
there are many reports that suggest Sudipto Sen, Chairman of the Saradha Group, bought paintings by Mamata
Banerjee, the Chief Minister of West Bengal, whose government later issued circulars to public libraries to
display newspapers published by Saradha. The Saradha Group scam of also saw as many as 1. Issue 4: Under
Reg. Corporate cases, especially cases of such magnitude, need to be fast-tracked to reach resolution quickly
so violators can be dealt severe and immediate consequences. This created innumerable complications for
SEBI, which labored to investigate Saradha in spite of them. We often look at the lofty numbers and associate
the loss with an abstract, theoretical entity. Here, too, regulatory bodies like SEBI were blatantly disregarded
until the scheme went bust in April  By 31 August the date of Supreme Court order, the group repaid majority
of its OFCD investors between May the last date of hearing and by 30 August the final order. Among the few
he named were Manoranjana Singh, wife of former Congress member of Parliament Matang Singh, and Kunal
Ghosh, whom he accused of blackmail. As per the guidelines of apex court, SEBI had to refund the deposited
amount to the genuine investors after verification. Complete with ineffectual regulatory bodies struggling to
have a voice and coercive political interests, the Sahara and Saradha scandals are the classic examples of
everything that makes corporate fraud in India possible. Its functions include, but are not limited to, regulating
the stock market, preventing insider trading, managing company takeovers and acquisition of shares, and
investigating fraudulent activities in the securities market. Many of these scams include taxpayer money that
would ideally go toward improving amenities for citizens. The Sahara and Saradha Group scandals represent
the antithesis of all business ethics. The Fund had acted in contravention of the decision of the investment
committee of the Fund, and also had failed to follow the investment strategy as specified in their private
placement memorandum. Its powers are restricted to recommending action to the government, rendering it
unable to take direct action against any errant company. To bring about a visible decline in the culture of
corporate scams in India, three major systematic changes can and need to take place. March - Subrata Roy ,
along with two other directors of Sahara, sent to Tihar jail. SEBI stands with queries about the possibility and
feasibility of paying Rs. The AO's order cannot be considered to be conclusive because of the subsequent
settlement order. It was argued that since this was just an after-effect of the redemption of units, this was not
an infringement of the said regulation. Companies that commit fraud cross ethical lines that have far reaching
consequences. The investigation into alleged money laundering has been slow, indicating the possibility of
involvement of politically strong personalities in the money laundering activities. Sahara to either to give
sufficient bank guarantee or attach properties worth the amount raised through OFCDs. Kunal Ghosh
reportedly received a salary of over 1. Sebi given its last observations around the draft present documents in
January eight as per the most current update by market limiter.


